ARRIVAL & DEPARTURE INFORMATION
Please note that Mesa View has a one-way parking lot, with the entrance on the side
closest to Christa Palma.
Morning Drop-Off and Afternoon Pick-up:
There are two lanes available to use for drop off in the morning. The right lane is
specifically a drop off lane, while the left lane is a through lane. All cars should stop or
be guided by our staff attendant at the stop sign inside our parking lot as this is also our
student crosswalk. Students are expected to only use the crosswalk in order to cross
the parking lot. Upone exiting the crosswalk, please note this is a right turn only exit to
maintain safety of our community.
Please note adjustments and recommendations due to COVID protocols this year,
noted below:
Students are assigned to a gate to enter and exit each day. Students should use the
social distancing markers as a reminder to provide space between them and others.
Students must wear masks, enter their gate and go directly to classroom to line up.
Teachers will be outside their classrooms to welcome students. As students arrive, they
need to maintain 6 feet physical distancing, and this would include when they line up to
enter the campus and to enter their classroom. The 6th grade entrance is near the D
building - drop off should occur at the stop sign/cross walk in our parking lot. The 7th
grade entrance is next to the MPR and drop off should be just before the office. The 8th
grade entrance is nearest the A building/garden. Drop off for 8th grade can be either at
the end of the parking lot or on Avilla Lane just past the school (please only drop off
students on the school side of the street). Pick up should occur at the same locations.

